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Helping my child read at home



Aims

 To enjoy reading with your child.

 To feel more confident in supporting your 

child in developing their reading.

 To understand strategies for supporting 

decoding (sounding out & reading) and 

comprehension (understanding).



It’s all about the talk!

 Talking about stories and using story language

 Talking about and comparing own experiences

 Sharing a story

 Listening to a story

 Talking about pictures / videos

 Ask questions

 Reread favourite stories

 Re-read earlier books (boost confidence)



What can you ‘read’ with your child?

 Pictures – Discuss and ask questions

 Film clips ( www.literacyshed.com )

 Text on screens, dvds, cds, TV guides, remote 
control

 Anything! - find text in the house – recipes, food 
/cereal boxes, shampoo bottles, washing 
machine, microwave etc

 Books – home, school & library

 Magazines, newspapers, comics

 Websites, e.g. Newsround

http://www.literacyshed.com/


Visual literacy – Using pictures

 What can you see? Who is in the picture?

 Where are they?  What are they doing?

 Why do you think they are doing that?

 Where do you think they are going?



Thinking out loud

 I’m thinking that this could be a young boy and his 

dad, as they are holding hands as they walk.

 I’m thinking that they are going shopping as I can 

see lots of shops. I think there’s a market at the 

end of the road and they might be going there. 



Make links to your own family.

 Who does the shopping in our family? 

 Where do we go shopping? Does it look like that?

 This reminds me of when we went to Bury market. Do you 
remember?



Questioning

 Model how to find answers.

 For more confident readers ask more 

challenging questions, e.g.

 Why, what happened next, what if …….?

 What would you do … ? how do you know 

that ……? Finding evidence in the text.

 What makes you think that  …...? Finding 

evidence in the text and developing inference.



Sensory stories 

 Some pupils experience reading through 

sensory stories.

 Aim is for your child/ young adult to 
experience a story through different story 
props that appeal to a range of senses.

 Build up to choosing the prop to match 
the part of the story.



The Hook and Book Introduction

 Hook – is there an object you can use that links 

to the book to gain their interest?

 Look at and talk about the title

 Make predictions

 Find the author

 Make links to own experiences and previous 

knowledge



Book walkthrough

Beginner readers:

 Read the book to your child – it’s not cheating!

 You can model story voice and finger matching.

More confident readers:

 Try sharing the book together, one page at a time.

 Pick out any tricky parts beforehand.



Phonics – Systematic Synthetic Phonics

Latest government requirements:

The reading framework

Teaching the foundations of literacy DfE July 2021

Letters are a code, a way of writing down the sounds of speech.

Phonemes are the basis of the code, and the letters are the code.

English has a complex alphabetic code: 26 alphabet letters have to do duty, singly 

or in combination, to represent the 44 or so sounds (phonemes) of English and they 

do so inconsistently.  

Our complex alphabetic code has come about because English has absorbed many 

different languages … through religion, invasion, trade and other reasons.



Systematic Synthetic Phonics - Terminology

Phoneme The smallest unit of sound in a word

Grapheme A letter or letters representing one sound

Segmenting Breaking words into individual sounds 

Blending Combine sounds together to form a word

Digraph Two letters making one sound

Trigraph Three letters making one sound 

Split digraph Two letters separated by a consonant making 

one sound



Phonics

Decoding = being able to read a text, not necessarily 
understand it!

Children need to be able to decode and comprehend.

Sounding out (segmenting) and reading whole words 
(blending)

 1:1 finger matching

 Saying letter sounds

 Swiping across to blend

 Practising sounds

 Chunking (breaking words up into decodable pieces)



Phonics – Pure Sounds

It is really important to use pure sounds. Try not to add 
extra sounds.

E.g. p i t 

It can be difficult to isolate the sounds.

Eg G oo d w i n

To help you, think of how you pronounce the grapheme when 
it is at the end of a word. 

E.g. bug, wood etc



Tricky Words

Some words can’t be sounded out

e.g. the we   all they some

For these words you can:

 Read it to your child

 Look at initial letters

 Look for familiar patterns / parts of the word

 Use flashcards / practise spelling



All stages of reading

 Enjoying and sharing books

“Experience shows that children benefit hugely 
by exposure to books from an early age. 

Right from the start, lots of opportunities should 
be provided for children to engage with books 
that fire their imagination and interest.  

Enjoying and sharing books leads to children 
seeing them as a source of pleasure and 
interest and motivates them to value reading.” 
Letters & Sounds



Automatic reading is the goal

 Summary

It must always be remembered that phonics is 
the step up to word recognition. Automatic 
reading of all words – decodable and tricky –
is the ultimate goal. 

Letters & Sounds

Can your child / young adult recognise key 
words or letters?



Resources

Read Manchester – ideas 



Resources



Resources

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/skillswise/reading/zn4twty



Help is available!

Please, please always ask school if you need any help 

or have any questions. 

If your child / young adult’s teacher can’t help you, 

they can ask me and if I can’t answer your question, I 

will want to find out the answer so that I can!

Thank you for you attention and participation. 

Brian


